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Stainless Steel

12.5%

This sophisticated dry rosé from California has 
aromatics and flavors of white florals and ripe 
raspberry. Orange and mandarin zests complement the 
chalky earth notes. Delightful acidity gives a mouthwatering 
fresh stone fruit and citrus finish. Try with a meze plate with 
hummus, or if you’re feeling adventurous, make a spicy, 
shrimp-packed jambalaya.

The McBride Sisters remixed everything when they created, 
SHE CAN wines. The idea was simple: to discover new 
winegrowing vineyards, craft super-premium wines and wine 
spritzers, and then blend them specifically for cans designed 
to go anywhere you do. With SHE CAN, we’re discovering 
new things through empowerment, convenience and delicious 
wines. After all, breaking the rules just tastes better with 
a great wine at your side.

break the rules. drink the wine. DISCOVER MORE

she can Rosé
CALIFORNIA

Raised in Monterey, California and Aotearoa New Zealand, one 
could say that the McBride Sisters’ path to sisterhood and 
winemaking was destiny at work. Newly found sisters, Robin 
McBride and Andréa McBride John, were raised across the 
world from one another. Their love affair with wine was planted 
within them from an early age while growing up in two of the 
world's most iconic wine growing regions — Monterey, California 
and Marlborough, Aotearoa New Zealand. In 2005, the Sisters 
found themselves together in California, fueled by a shared 
passion for all things wine, winemaking and a desire to shake up 
the industry with a blend of Old World elegance and New World 
finesse. It was then that the McBride Sisters Wine Company was 
born. Since then, the McBride Sisters’ mission has become 
clear—to continue to transform the industry, lead by 
example and cultivate community.

One delicious glass at a time.


